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Are There Different Types of Impacted Wisdom Tooth?
Wisdom teeth are the third molars that begin to erupt in late adolescence and early adulthood.
Wisdom teeth are the third molars that begin to erupt in late adolescence and early adulthood. Many of the most prevalent
reasons for wisdom teeth removal Houston is impaction of teeth. Teeth lodged over the jawbone but below the gum line are
impacted.

Wisdom teeth can become impacted in two ways:

Partially
Completely

Teeth that have partially erupted from the gum line but still have other sections below the gum line are known as partial impaction
wisdom teeth. Ultimately impacted wisdom teeth are teeth that have never broken through the gum line. In this article, we have
mentioned several types of impacted wisdom teeth. Please read carefully to learn more about them.

What are the signs of impacted wisdom teeth?
A visit to an urgent care dentist in Houston or an oral surgeon is the only way to know if you have an impacted wisdom tooth.
Here are five symptoms that you may have an impacted wisdom tooth:

Severe pain in the wisdom teeth (back of the mouth)
Have swollen face
Have an overbite or underbite
A modification of your chewing technique
Speaking difficulty
Pain in opening your mouth, chewing, and swallowing
Bad taste in your mouth
Bleeding from the gums

Are There Types of Impacted Wisdom Tooth?
Emergency Dentist Houston disclosed there are four basic types of impactions. We will discuss the types of wisdom tooth
impaction in these four factors in further depth in the following section.

1. Mesial Impactions:
The most general type of wisdom tooth impaction is mesial impaction. The tooth is partially erupted and inclined towards the front
of the mouth with a mesial impaction. Due to partial eruption, mesial impactions have known as angular impactions.
The affordable dentist near me will closely examine the tooth before determining whether or not to extract the tooth.

2. Vertical Impactions:
A tooth that is vertical or nearly vertical in a position is known as vertical impaction. Best cosmetic dentist Houston disclosed
this type of impaction might not require extraction because it is at the proper place for eruption. However, wisdom tooth extraction
may be necessary if the tooth is pressing against the teeth next to it or if the tooth’s roots are under too much strain.

3. Horizontal Impactions:
A horizontal tooth, or parallel to the gum line, is referred to as a horizontal impaction. The majority of horizontal impaction
situations are entirely affected. The horizontal wisdom tooth continually applies force to the molar next to it. It is the most severely
painful type of impaction. As a result, wisdom teeth affected horizontally require extraction as soon as feasible. Otherwise, the
wisdom tooth will continue to press against the neighboring molar. It can cause severe damage to the other teeth.

4. Distal Impactions:
Distal wisdom tooth impactions are the most uncommon of all wisdom tooth impactions. Distal impacted tooth contact angled,
similar to teeth with a mesial impaction—teeth with a distal impaction shift towards the back of the mouth. Unlike teeth with a
mesial impaction, the distal tooth can be partially or fully impacted. The erupted angle of the tooth will finalize whether your partial
or complete impacted wisdom tooth requires extraction.

Takeaway!
Hopefully, you liked this article. The level of impaction will determine the treatment for an impacted wisdom tooth. To know more
about wisdom tooth removal, make sure to visit. If you are searching for a dental implant Houston, then you can contact Houston
cosmetic dentist.
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